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Russian Woodpecker
Many hams that were active on HF in the late 70s and early 80s remember the
Russian Woodpecker but what was it? The details are on page 3.

Repeater News
The 447.150 70cm repeater is now DMR only and has been relocated to the 12
mile tower site by Beulah. This repeater was purchased by the county as part of
the Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness Program and is administered
by the Pueblo Amateur Radio Club. The analog equipment that was on that
frequency will be moved to a new location and we will apply for another 70cm
frequency pair.

Calendar of Events
May 8th Membership meeting @ Pueblo ESC 6:30 pm.
April 11th & 17th (your choice) Skywarn Class, Pueblo ESC 6:30pm
RSVP to: thomas.magnuson@noaa.gov
May 6th Ham class review and test 8:30am First UMC 310 w. 11th
May 25th ARES meeting @ Pueblo ESC 6:00 pm.
(ARES meetings are now on the last Thursday of the month)
Junr 12th Membership meeting @ Pueblo ESC 6:30 pm.
June 23rd and 24th Field day at Bill Nicoll’s cabin in Rosita, CO
August 19th Corn feed and mini field day. City Park. Time TBD
All meetings are now being held at the new Pueblo County
Emergency Services Center 101 W. 10th St. Pueblo, unless otherwise
noted. It is at the corner of 10th and Main.
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PARC Minutes for 4/10/17
Secretary’s Report for April 10th 2017
The treasurer reported a balance of
$2891.39 in our checking account.
The Annual Corn Feed will be in
August as usual.
There will be a VE test session on
May 6th.
Another Tech class will be on April
22nd starting at 8:30 at the First
United Methodist Church.
Bill Nichol talked about magnetic
loop antennas.
May meeting will be on May 8th at
6:30.
Stan will talk about Arc Fault circuit
breakers in May.
Submitted by Stanley Clark
WB0JRG Secretary

Agenda for 05-08-17
PARC AGENDA May 8, 2017
SECRETARY REPORT:
TREASURES REPORT: Carrie
OLD BUSINESS.
Repeaters. Chas
Repeater linking and Walsenburg
repeater.
Field day
New Business:
Give away
Upcoming actives
If you need to put something on the
agenda please let me know by the
10th
Any other business:
Motion to adjourn?

Repeaters and Nets
PHC Repeaters, ND0Q Trustee:
146.790 – offset 88.5 Tone , Baculite
Mesa (Skywarn and primary)
145.115 – offset 88.5 Tone, Pueblo.
146.880 - offset 88.5 Tone, Deer Peak –
Down for Forest Service Maintenance
146.730 – offset 88.5 Tone, Rattlesnake
Butte - Down temporarily due to wind
447.950 – DMR Pueblo, Stand Alone
447.1750 – DMR 12 mile, Stand Alone

Nets:
PHC NET:146.79 - Wed @7:00pm
local; 145.115 backup
ARES NET:146.79 – Sun @7:30 pm
local; 145.115 backup
ARES Simplex Net 146:580 Thurs
7pm. No net on last Thurs of the
month due to the ARES meeting.

NEW HAMS!
Checking into a net is one of the best
ways to ease into the hobby. It is also
a good way to learn net procedures
should you want to get involved in
emergency communications.
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Club Notes
Membership badges are available. If
you want one, it will be provided free of
charge to members. Please contact
AD0JL (richard@ad0jl.com) with your
name and call sign. The next batch will
be printed before our regular meetings.

Our website is now at
www.puebloradio.org! The old
addresses will still get you there for a
while. We will be discontinuing
pueblohamclub.org at the end of this
year but pueblohamclub.com will
remain active for a few years due to
the renewal date.

The Russian Woodpecker
Those hams that were on the HF
bands in the late 70s and early 80s
can tell you about a phenomenon
known as the Russian Woodpecker.
Beginning in 1976, the HF bands were
alive with a 10hz pulse that sounded
much like a woodpecker tapping on a
tree, thus giving rise to its nickname,
the Russian Woodpecker. Sometimes
this would shift to 20 or even 40hz, but
mostly it was at 10. There was a lot of
speculation to what this was, ranging
from mind control to submarine
communication, to the deliberate
jamming of the airwaves The random
frequency hops of the signal disrupted
commercial broadcasts, amateur radio
operations, maritime and commercial
aviation communications, utility
transmissions, and resulted in
thousands of complaints by many
countries worldwide. The signal
became such a nuisance that some
receivers such as amateur radios and
televisions actually began including
'Woodpecker Blankers' in their circuit
designs in an effort to filter out the
interference. The ham community
came to the conclusion that the source

The two antenna arrays of the Duga Radar in
Chernobyl, Ukraine.

was located deep inside the Soviet
Union, and that it was probably some
kind of Over the Horizon Radar
(OTHR).
The culprit was indeed a Soviet OTHR
that was designed to detect inbound
ICBMs launched from the USA. We
had actually developed our own
system of inbound attack detection
known as the Distant Early Warning
Line (DEW Line) of radar sites above
the Arctic Circle in Canada, Alaska,
Iceland, Greenland, the Faroe Islands
and on ships in the North Atlantic. I
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Known as the Duga-3 radar (Duga
means arch or bow in Russian), it was
the third incarnation of the system. The
first two were lower powered and
incorporated both transmission and
reception gear at the same site. The
Duga-3 had its receiver placed about
60km away from the transmitter. The
transmitter was the unit that was
placed into operation near Chernobyl
in 1976. Why the 60km separation?
One can only speculate that either it
was a better location, or that there was
too much interference from the
transmitter.

Looking up at the Nadenenko dipoles on their
mounts.

good friend of mine was stationed on a
destroyer escort in the North Atlantic
that was doing radar picket duty as
part of the DEW line. I heard some
wild tales of shipboard hijinx, but the
sailors took their job seriously as the
first line of defense from an incoming
attack from the Soviet Union. They
called the DEW line “The Trip Wire”.

The transmitter at Chernobyl consisted
of two dipole curtain arrays consisting
of a wall of two arrays over 500meters
long . A smaller one called Array “E”
was 90 meters high covered 14 to
30mhz and the larger one Array “D”
covered 4-14mhz and was 150m high.

The soviet OTHR mainly operated on
the HF bands because standard
radars such as those used on the
DEW line could only be used as line of
sight devices, meaning they were
blocked by the curvature of the earth.
The Soviets figured that if they could
bounce radio waves off the ionosphere
in the same way we do when talking to
stations overseas they could look deep
into the USA. Conventional radar
frequencies cannot do this, but it can
be done with HF and so that is what
the Soviets used. Development
started in the late 40s and the original
Duga was very successful in detecting
rocket launches over 2500lm from the
Balkunor Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.
The success of the original tests led to
a station that was constructed near
Chernobyl in the Ukraine. We know
Chernobyl ad the site of the massive
nuclear meltdown that happened in
1985.

Nadenenko dipole diagram from a Russian text as
used at the Duga Array.

Each array was made up of up to 300
of cylindrical cage like Nadenenko
dipoles mounted horizontally on
freestanding towers in a staggered
fashion. Because of the large diameter
of the dipole cage, these had a very
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high bandwidth. The Soviets also used
half of the dipole in a vertical
orientation as a high bandwidth vertical
whip for general communications in
other installations. The reported total
output of the Duga 3 was reported to
be as high as 10 Megawatts. I guess
that is one way to make up for poor
band conditions. Beat it to death with
that much power.

radar signal became increasingly
obvious. In particular, its signal
contained a clearly recognizable
structure in each pulse, which was
eventually identified as a 31-bit
pseudo-random binary sequence, with
a bit-width of 100 microseconds
resulting in a 3.1 millisecond pulse.
When a second Woodpecker
appeared, this one located in eastern
Russia but also pointed toward the US
and covering blank spots in the first
system's pattern, this conclusion
became inescapable. In fact many
hams decided to fight back and
intentionally try to jam the woodpecker
giving rise to “Woodpecker Hunting
Clubs” in many countries.
In 1988, the Federal Communications
Commission conducted a study on the
Woodpecker signal. Data analysis
showed an inter-pulse period of about
90 ms, a frequency range of 7 to
19 MHz, a bandwidth of 0.02 to
0.8 MHz, and typical transmission time
of 7 minutes.

High bandwidth vertical on a Soviet installation

Two towers on each end of each array
supported a multitude of wires
stretched tight between them as a
ground plane grid. These ran behind
the arrays. Like a regular dipole
curtain, the array was electronically
steerable allowing the radar to sweep
the horizon. Each set of dipoles were
reportedly fed with their own discrete
transmitter with over 300 being
reported. Everything was free standing
as well leading me to believe that this
was one of the largest un-guyed
antenna structures ever built. To set
that up with that bandwidth and the
ability to operate free of sparks at
connection points with that much
power was quite a feat of engineering.

Nadenenko dipole diagram as a wire antenna.
A common variation can be built using only 3
wires on each side.

The Duga 3 antenna at Chernobyl was
knocked off line permanently when the
reactor melted down at the nearby
power plant in 1986. It has long been
speculated that the plant and radar
were built close to each other because

As more information about the signal
became available, its purpose as a
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of the massive power used by the
antenna. However the antenna
remained operational during the
periods when the plant was not in
operation and the radar went online 2
years prior to the plant opening. It was
also said that the radar was not fully
deployed and never reached full
operational status and that it was a
failure. This led to conspiracy theories
that the reactor test was ordered
despite safety warning resulting in an
intentional reactor meltdown at the
plant in order to cover up the Duga-3’s
failure. However a second Duga-3 was
used until 1989 so that throws that
theory into doubt, except for the failure
part. The radars had really come to the
end of the road when the reactor
exploded.

be quite the prize for a scrapper, but it
is probably too radioactive to do
anything with. All the transmitting
equipment was reportedly moved to
other locations right after the disaster
as most of the buildings are void of
equipment. Some of the dipoles were
removed from the smaller array, but
are still on site. The Duga-3 can
however be safely visited (briefly) by
applying for a special pass as it does
sit within the radioactive exclusion
zone. Ukraine has found that tourism
is a very profitable enterprise and tours
are offered of the city of Pripyat,
Chernobyl, the Duga Array, a missile
base, and even the power plant itself.
It is also known that area hams have
repurposed the arrays by placing their
own antennas on top of the structure.

Right now the only remaining Duga
radar is the one at Chernobyl, the
others have been dismantled. At over
14,000 tons, the Chernobyl one would

Some hams have reported that the
woodpecker has returned, but it is
really spotty as far as times and
frequencies. If you hear it, let us know.

The Duga arrays at Chernobyl, Ukraine dominating the skyline
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Another view of the dipoles. The figures standing in the lower left give a good definition of the scale
of the antennas . You can also see the ladder line feeding the dipoles and an anchor line with egg
insulators running to the ground from the dipole on the lower right. These anchors also run vertically
between dipole pairs presumably to stop any vibration in high winds.

TUBES TUBES TUBES! The Pueblo Ham Club has a large inventory of vacuum tubes for
sale. If you need tubes, please contact Jon Fredericks at 719-547-7537. Prices vary.


Kenwood TH-D72A Transceiver $325 Kenwood PB-45L Spare Battery $50
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Heil HTH-K Headset $20 Above sold as package $390 (Current new street price,
$517.80) Free package delivery in Custer, Fremont, Teller, El Paso and Pueblo counties.
TyTera MD-380 DMR Transceiver $75 NKTECH Car Charger/Battery Eliminator $10
NKTECH 2000mAh Spare Battery $10 Sold as package ONLY $95 (Current new street
price, $139.71)
Diamond K702M Magnetic Base $35 Comet CA-2X45SR Antenna with CA-SPR Spring
Mount $70 Above sold as package $95 (Current new street price, $140.85) ICOM IC-7300
Transceiver $1175 Alinco DM-330MT Power Supply $130 Heil BM-10-IC Headset $110
DX-Engineering DXE-400MAX cable/150 feet $100 Above sold as
package $1,400 (Current new street price, $1866.35) Free package delivery in Custer,
Fremont, Teller, El Paso and Pueblo counties. Chameleon MPAS Portable 80M-6M
Vertical Antenna System, includes MIL-EXT Whip $335 10” Tripod $50 (includes four
heavy duty sandbags, unused) Counterpoise Radial Kit $50 RFI Choke $30 Above sold
as package $430, including bonus soft case. (Current new street price, $622) Free
package delivery in Custer, Fremont, Teller, El Paso and Pueblo counties.
See http://chameleonantenna.com/ for complete details of components.
Contact Wilson Jarvis at wilsonjarvis@pdq.net for more information.

Old style FCC AMATEUR Extra licenses available. Personalized replications of the 1970s
and 80s FCC Extra Class licenses are now available. $15 for a PDF you can print and
frame. Printed copies are available for $20 and $5 will go to the PHC. This offer for printed
copies is not available on-line, so message AD0JL directly. Visit www.ad0jl.com for more
info or email richard@ad0jl.com 719-251-0418
AD0JL will be willing to trade graphics and web design services for any used radio odds
and ends. Contact Richard at richard@ad0jl.com or at 719-251-0418
Remember if you would like to place an ad for something to sell or are looking for
something to buy, please contact AD0JL on the 79, richard@ad0jl.com, or at 251-0418 No
calls before noon or after 9pm, please.
Wanted! Your photos! We need pictures of our events, past present and future for the
website and the archives.
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PARC Organizational Structure


 
 
 

  






 


 



 

 
 

 








 
  



 


 











  

 





 










  


 




 



 





GRIDLEAK DISCLAIMER...
The GRIDLEAK is published by the Pueblo Amateur Radio Club, INC., P.O. Box 92, Pueblo, CO
81002. The deadline for articles submitted for publication is the 20th of the month prior to the article
being published. Members are encouraged to submit original articles. Please send all correspondence
to the above club address. Permission is granted to reprint any article in the GRIDLEAK as long as
credit is given to both the original author and the GRIDLEAK. All submissions are considered the
opinion of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of Pueblo Ham Club In. or the Editor.
Articles are considered for editorial content and the PHC is not responsible for technical or editorial
errors. Richard Holmes AD0JL Editor. Email articles to Richard richard@ad0jl.com A KEY TO GETTING
THIS OUT ON TIME IS FOR PEOPLE TO GET ME THEIR INFORMATION IN ON TIME. FRIENDLY REMINDER...IF THE
CONTENT IS NOT WHAT INTERESTS YOU THEN PLEASE TAKE THE TIME AND SUBMIT ARTICLES FOR PUBLICATION
TO THE EDITOR!
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FOR PUEBLO AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC.
Date: ____________________ ARRL Member? __________________ New Member/Renewal? ______________
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________________ State: _ _________ ZIP: _____________ _____________
Your CALLSIGN: __________________________________ License Class: _______________ __________________
HamPhone: ___________________ Cell Phone ______________________ Email: __________________________
Additional Family Members to Join/Renew
Name ___________________________________ Call: _________________________

Class: _______________

Name ___________________________________ Call: _________________________

Class: _______________

Name ___________________________________ Call: _______ __________________

Class: _______________

Would you like your Grid leak to be delivered by E MAIL or regular mail? __________________________________
COSTS: Full Member $25, Senior (60+) $20, Associate $20, Family $35 Senior Family $27.50, Student $20.

Make checks payable to "PARC” Circle Membership Above Total Amount Included: ___________________

225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111‐1494 USA
860‐594‐0200 or Toll‐Free 1‐888‐277‐5289
Welcome to the only national organization representing Amateur Radio in the US. As an ARRL member you support the ranks of thousands of other ham
radio enthusiasts shaping the Amateur Radio service today. If you consider yourself an active ham... you need ARRL now. If you are not presently an active
ham... let ARRL help you.As a member of the ARRL, for as little as $39.00 per year, here are some of the benefits you will enjoy:QST Magazine – your
monthly membership journal











Online Services –
 Download digital copies of QST articles from 1915 through December 2006 – view and print your favorite articles and projects.
ARRL Diamond Club members have exclusive access to the most recent years of QST online archive.
 QST, QEX and NCJ article index
 Email forwardingE‐Newsletters – delivered to your inbox
A voice in the affairs of ARRL and ham radio through locally appointed volunteers
Publication Specials and on‐line course discounts
Emergency Communication Services
Technical and Regulatory Information ServicesOperating Awards
Ham Radio Equipment Insurance Plan Available
Outgoing Foreign QSL Service
Plus much more!
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PUEBLO AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, INC.
P.O. BOX 92
PUEBLO, CO 81002
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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